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Download, Geography, Optional 16 December 2018 Biogeography Sillabus Document I Soil Genesis Classification and Soil Distribution Profile Soil Erosion, Degradation and Conservation Factors Affecting the World Distribution of Plants and Animals Problems of Deforestation and Conservation Measures Social Forestry Agroforestry
Wild Life Major Gene Fund Centers Paper II Natural Soil Types of Vegetation and Their Distribution of Deforestation. , Forest and Wild Resources and their conservation of land opportunities Agro and Social Forestry Sources and Resources NCERT, Class XI Physical Geography GC Leong Mcknight Physical Geography Biosphere K.
Siddhartha Geography via maps K Siddhartha Good Link Geography Dictionary of Physical Geography Savinder Singh Atlas Geography Issues and You Strategy Biogeography is relatively limited coverage and coverage. It also received overlaps with optional paper II. Preparing this part carefully gives you some additional benefits. Not
only do you get a few simple managed questions in Part A Paper I geography optional, branching and applying the knowledge gained by mastering this component is very useful for Paper II geography. It will also help you answer questions related to global biomes, the distribution of flora and fauna, conservation measures, etc. set in GS
Paper I and III. Thus, this means that the cost-benefit analysis of this part of the curriculum contributes greatly to the integrated preparation of climatology. The focus of the Soul field of the biogeography curriculum is to understand the key concepts of ecosystems, biomes, zoogeological regions, etc. You must be specially prepared with
the terms and terminology of the subject. The questions asked in the newspapers of the previous year, such as short notes on the Ethiopian region or zoogeological regions, required awareness of terms that are not normally in Indian books. In addition, it is necessary to carefully understand the factors that play in the process of soil
formation. A parallel study of soil types in India can save you time and better develop your understanding. In fact you can make this rule think about all concepts in an Indian context. UPSC has a habit of asking such questions in the past. You may be asked to categorize and show the distribution of Indian soil types according to the
international soil taxonom. The theme can be a bit factual sometimes especially in the topics of soil classification, biome, floral and fauna distribution, etc., but regular revision and practice can allow you to master the concept. The imperatives to answer questions biogeography, and for that matter any of the components of the components
Geography, you should have some basic tools and equipment without which your answers should be blunt in their impact. So our list of imperatives here will simply be a repeat of what we have already told you about climate science. While you are preparing, your focus should be on a sheet of answers that you would write in the next few
months. Developing these tools now will help you tremendously then. Thus, the imperatives that you should acquire during the preparation of climatology are: Mind map themes Defining all terms and terminology Knowing specific and relevant words that are often used for the themes of charts, figures and presentations to help your
presentation Examples of Phenomena; at both the global and Indian levels, the spatial distribution of phenomena, i.e. maps New Events, if any applications and exceptions Mind-map: This is to remind us of the scale of the topic i.e. what we all mean to cover. It happens many times that we lose the tab, where we started, what we read
and for what purpose after we entered deep into the pages of any chapter. Mind cards avoid this situation and we are always aware of our position. Later, we'll also demonstrate how mind maps can be used to quickly revise and write quality responses. The map of the mind above gives you a fair understanding of the content of the topic.
Now, you have to rely on this mind map and approach with our next step. Definition of all terms and terminology: When reading a chapter, write down all the terms and terminology on a separate piece of paper. Once you're through with the chapter extend these terms and terminology into no more than 30 words. Avoid describing the
whole concept. One or two lines is enough. Here is an exhaustive list of all such terms and terminology related to the topic. This is in addition to the terms and terminology used in the mind map. Biota Plankton Nekton Bentos Plant Breath Biomass Nitrogen Fixing Denitrification Manufacturers Autotrophes Heterotroph Primary Consumers
Secondary Consumers Food Pyramid Decomposing Biological Enhancement Pioneer Community Primary Continuity Secondary Continuity Photoperiodism Knowing specific and relevant words that are often used for this topic: Revise terms and terminology periodically and try to use them as many answers as possible. Charts, numbers
and presentations to help your presentation: You need to master them to improve learning outcomes and, more importantly, give weight to your responses in the paper. Although, biogeography does not require too many diagrams to learn a few important as that of soil profile, food chain, food pyramid, energy flow, biogeochemical cycles,
etc. should be leartnt by heart. Examples of phenomena; both globally and globally levels: Your yours understanding doesn't make sense if you don't supplement it with examples. List as many examples for the concept as this should improve your understanding as well as the quality of your responses. For example, if you understand the
concept of soil formation, you should be able to cite examples from around the world as well as from India. Spatial distribution of phenomena, i.e. Maps: There is no substitute for Maps in geography. Neither your knowledge is complete without cards, nor your answers should carry weight without them. So focus on the spatial distribution of
phenomena. New developments, if any: UPSC has a habit of asking questions about the latest developments in this area. Last year, for example, the UGSC asked a question about the Man and Biosphere program. You should follow such events through a quick look at newspapers and magazines. Include this information in notes for
easy reference and revision. Applications and exceptions: Topics such as agroforestry, soil erosion, conservation measures, etc. are topics based on application. They also seem too common and simple. However, in optional documents the general understanding does not help much. Try to apply the technical aspects of lerant in the topic
to these questions in order to impart that geography to look at in your answers. While you start with the strategy explained above, we assure you that you will be getting some high quality questions in the next few days. These questions have been designed to test your analytical skills and your ability to apply the knowledge you have
gained from your research. To help you in the future, we have prepared mind maps that cover the entire biogeography curriculum. You may want to think about devoting no more than 5 days to cover this component. The last few topics were not covered in the mind of the map. It's because of their general nature. We will arrive for a quick
overview to cover these topics as well. In addition, the practice of writing answers should make you cover them in due course. Until then, try to understand all the technical concepts presented in the following maps of the mind. Ground flora and fauna Share your thoughts and feedback. Form a community and let's act on this journey 
Join us and cement your preparation with true guidance on your doorstep The best wishes IASbaba Topics covered: Genesis soils; Soil classification and distribution Soil profile; Soil erosion, degradation and conservation; Factors influencing the global distribution of plants and animals; Problems of deforestation and conservation; Social
forestry; Agroforestry; Wild life; Large centers of the gene pool. Notes link: MUDIT JAIN GEOGRAPHY BIOGEOGRAPHY NOTES P.S. Please refer to books/Google when in doubt regarding spelling!!! P.S. Please update the notes according to Trends!!! P.S. I don't have NOTES on the geography of the environment. Join Decode Decode
Telegram Group free UPSC CSE Guide from Mudit Jain, IRS CSE 2017 (ex-IPS CSE 2014 and 2015). Decode Civils Group Telegram Link: Decoding Ethics Link Decode History: World History Edition Link GS-1 Geography Answer Writing Geography Additional Strategies CSE Strategies LOVE REGARDS ATB!!! Stay tuned! We'll be here
soon. Access to detailed explanations (illustrated images and videos) to 1,377 questions. Access to all new questions is to keep track of exam patterns and curriculums. View the full dark distribution of questions. Unlimited access for unlimited time! View the explanations of the sample or view the Features.Rs. 1100.00 or already signed?
How to register? Biogeography Factors Influencing the Global Distribution of Plants and AnimalsEdessay Issue▾Breing from the ecological value of the rainforest Biome.A biome is a community of flora and fauna that have common characteristics for the environment in which they exist. It is a large ecological zone on the Earth's surface.
There are two types of biome: terrestrial and water. The tropical rainforest Of Biom is under the territorial biome. It includes south and south-east Asia: in the Western Ghatahs V... (147 words) ... Biogeography Soil ProfileEditEssay issue▾Explein Munsell system to understand the color of the soilMunsell explained the colors of the soil in
the form of a 3-D representative individual color in the components along with 3 independent measurements with irregular colors. Image Munsell color system (1) Chroma: This measure of the strength of colorIt depicts the purity of color with the Chrome cover being less pure.it goes radially outwards with the original /neutral color like
grayTee I ... (another 80 words) ... Biogeography Classification and Distribution of SoilEdius Issue▾Dissing of different types of soil structure. Soil structure: This is the result of the spatial location of soil particulate matter and the associated pores of space. It has a great influence on the movement of water, biological activity of air and root
growth. Different types of soil structures:Image of soil structure (1) Platy: They plates are as flat with horizontal orientationThick@middle and thin@edgesThey... (147 words) ... Biogeography Factors influencing the global distribution of plants and animalsAst world question▾Why are wildlife conservation strategies adopted to protect rare
and endangered species? (30 marks) Rapid human population growth, increased pressure on natural resources leads to rapid depletion of resources including wildlife, since we currently live in the era of the 6th mass extinction, where we have experienced many extinctions such as two horned rhinos, Caspian tiger, etc., and have made
other species vulnerable to extinction. These... (516 words) ... Biogeography Degradation and PreservationDegradable Issue▾ As it is in place from the ex-preservation of the place? According to the theory of the equilibrium of MacArthur and Charles Elton, people have caused great damage to the mechanisms of negative feedback of
nature, which has disrupted the homeostatic balances. Thus, there is an urgent need to preserve the ecosystem. The site is conservation-best way to preserve the technique, and protects endangered species in their natural habitat. (Figure 1... (247 words) ... Biogeography Degradation and ConservationEditSei issue▾Mention praising the
efforts to conserve water resources in India. Referring to global examples, comment on how India can incorporate effective methods. Due to rapid population growth and over-exploitation of water resources, per capita water availability in India has declined from cubic meters to over the past 50 years (global average) Also India's drought-
prare in one way or another leads to high yields and social stress. Image of UtilizableC... (428 words) ... Biogeography Degradation and PreservationDependable issue▾Exponen different ways in place and ex-preservation of the place. Conservation is the protection, conservation, management, or restoration of wildlife and natural
resources such as forest and water. Preservation can be classified into two types. Image Biodiversity ConservationIn -Situ Conservation: This is a site of conservation or conservation of genetic resources in the natural population of plants or animals spe ... (265 words) ... Biogeography Classification and distribution of soilEditEssay
issue▾Classification of soils based on their zonal distribution and descriptions of characteristics of pedocals. (Paper-1) Soil belongs to the upper sedimentary layer of the earth's crust, which is able to support vegetation on it. It is a combination of different organic and inorganic substances associated with moisture. Marbut classified the soil
on a genetic basis, and he said there was a great link between climate, vegetation and soil throughout the wor... (339 more words)... biogeography book for upsc. biogeography pdf for upsc
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